
Simplified eDiscovery Automation
CloudNine empowers legal and business professionals with eDiscovery automation software and 
professional services that simplify litigation, investigations, and audits for law firms and corporations.

Founded in 2002 and based in Houston, Texas, CloudNine is a technology company with deep expertise in the 
analysis, processing, and review of electronically stored information (ESI). 

The company's flagship offering is its cloud-based, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) delivered, simplified 
eDiscovery automation software, also known as CloudNine. This eDiscovery automation software streamlines 
the discovery, investigation, and audit process for attorneys and compliance managers and is currently used 
by more than 50 of the top 250 Am Law firms as well as extensively used in many of the world's leading 
corporations. 

The company also offers a complete portfolio of eDiscovery professional services including computer 
forensics, managed services, managed review, and eDiscovery consulting. These software and professional 
services enable CloudNine clients to experience the simplicity of self-service supported by the power of a full-
service eDiscovery provider.
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The Challenge of Managing Discovery
According to a recent eDiscovery Confidence Survey  of more than eighty legal and information 1

technologists who conduct or support litigation, investigations, and audits for corporations and law 
firms, six of the top concerns for managing discovery requests include: 

 
Because of these concerns, legal and information technology professionals need discovery platforms 
that help reduce these challenges while delivering the most effective and appropriate features 
available. CloudNine provides this capability with its proprietary eDiscovery automation software.

Speed. Simplicity. Security. Services.
CloudNine, the company’s proprietary eDiscovery automation software, is a secure, web-accessible, 
SaaS-delivered offering that allows clients to immediately upload, review, and produce electronic 
documents. Key capabilities of this easy-to-access platform include: 

• Robust Early Data Assessment to allow for early and informed decisions.

• Complete eDiscovery Processing to convert and reduce documents for manageable review.

• Intuitive Online Review Tool for effective and efficient document review.

• Flexible Production Functionality that generates production and privilege logs while eliminating 
the need for additional processing after export. 

 eDiscovery Business Confidence Survey - Winter 2016, ComplexDiscovery.1
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These capabilities are delivered from the security of a protected cloud environment owned, operated, 
and managed by CloudNine. Operating from a TIA Tier IV Certified, SSAE 16 Certified, Leed Certified 
data center, CloudNine’s security keeps sensitive documents out of the public cloud and away from 
non-secure customer services while providing clients the comfort of always knowing precisely where 
data is stored and located. 

One Platform. One Team.  Full Service.

CloudNine is a unique among eDiscovery providers in that it provides a complete eDiscovery 
automation supported by a full suite of professional services. 

Upload. Review. Produce.
CloudNine allows users to start their discovery, investigations, and audits with three easy steps: 

1. Users Upload data to CloudNine’s private network for automated processing. 
 
CloudNine allows users do-it-yourself uploading of data to our secure online repository while 
automatically converting documents to a usable format for review.  We offer cost effective cloud-based 
eDiscovery software to process and review large volumes of data, reducing the expense of traditional 
processing, loading, and hosting. 
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2. Automated processing “automatically” converts documents for review.  
 
CloudNine is an intuitive platform with multiple viewing options. Create review sets for multiple 
reviewers. Add users and data fields as needed. Set user rights to control access to functions, fields, and 
documents. With a comprehensive search engine, users can even get highlighting images.  

3. Users begin searching and filtering documents in minutes and produce with flexibility.  

CloudNine makes producing responsive data easy, generates production and privilege logs, and eliminates 
the need for additional processing after export. Image, native and text files can be exported, with the images 
Bates numbered, custom-branded, and converted to single or multi-page TIFF or PDF with a load file. 

Flexibility. Usability. Affordability.
Typically used as a primary platform for discovery, investigations, and audits, CloudNine’s combination 
of flexibility, usability, and affordability make it a proven choice to supplement current eDiscovery 
workflow at any point in the discovery process. 

Additionally, CloudNine’s simple yet comprehensive pricing approach provides clients the flexibility and 
affordability they need to easily integrate CloudNine into their business planning and budgets.  2

 Actual Pricing May Vary Based On Client Requirements2
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Portfolio of Professional Services
CloudNine complements its simplified eDiscovery automation offering with a complete portfolio of 
professional services delivered by an experienced team of information technology, project 
management, and legal professionals. These professional service offerings include: 

• eDiscovery Consulting 

• Computer Forensics (Remote and Local Collections)

• Managed Services (eDiscovery)

• Managed Review

• Online Hosting

• Data Conversion 

• Document Imaging, Scanning, and Coding

Professional Education Resources
In addition to its software and professional services, CloudNine also provides extensive education to 
eDiscovery practitioners as highlighted by its publication of the eDiscovery Daily Blog. Authored and 
edited by industry expert Doug Austin, the eDiscovery Daily is the go-to resource for thousands of 
eDiscovery and eDisclosure professionals seeking to keep up with the latest news and case law in the 
world of digital discovery. CloudNine also provides an extensive array of Continuing Legal Education 
offerings that can be customized and presented to support client educational requirements.
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Client Thoughts on CloudNine
 
‘Reviewed, analyzed and tagged 100K doc as part of class action litigation.’ 
Overall great experience. Software is very user-friendly. Search filters were very helpful. Customer 
service was always quick to diagnose and solve any issues I ran into or answer any questions I had. I 
would definitely use this product and CloudNine in the future.

Trey Odom, Associate Attorney, Eller Tonnsen Bach, LLC

CloudNine is great!
CloudNine not only provides flexible searching capabilities within their software, it also reliably retrieves 
result sets in seconds, even for large collections. Also, their processing and culling services have 
benefited our clients greatly on several projects; for example, they are currently helping us cull down a 
large data set of over 500 GB, saving our clients thousands of dollars in eDiscovery costs! We currently 
have 4 large databases hosted in CloudNine and will continue to use it for future cases.

Chris Arellano, Litigation Support Coordinator, Andrews Kurth

‘CloudNine Discovery is the cat’s pajamas.’
CloudNine routinely impresses me with their superior customer service and automated tools that just 
work. We regularly upload a lot of data to CloudNine's automated hosting and discovery tool. Their 
software is easy to use and searching is flexible. Filtering and analytics allow for early data 
assessment. All of CloudNine’s departments are courteous and helpful. Client Services quickly 
manages productions and dispositions, follows up with documentation for our records, and provides 
customized support to our clients. Our uploads are followed by automated updates that are handy for 
passing processing status to our internal teams. Help Desk assists us with all technical items including 
search logic, syntax, and segmenting for multiple document reviewers. Our Legal folks appreciate the 
easy-to-use Discovery interface and the quick access to free training. I'm grateful for all CloudNine 
does to save time and prevent stress.

Ryan Mason, National Oilwell Varco

‘Great eDiscovery Company.’
We have worked with CloudNine Discovery on several cases, and have been quite happy with the 
service that we have received. Their support staff is responsive, friendly and helpful in assisting me with 
providing the technical information that my clients need. Their review platform, CloudNine, is robust, 
easy to use and ideal for a firm like ours where we don’t have to buy and support the software.

Katherine Gonyea , Senior Associate at Dow Golub Remels & Beverly, LLP
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Try CloudNine Today.
Signing up for a free trial of CloudNine is as simple as visiting the CloudNine website (eDiscovery.co), 
registering for your free account, and beginning to use the power and precision of simplified eDiscovery 
automation in your litigation, investigation, and audits efforts. 

Learn More.
Contact us by phone at 713.462.3885, by email at info@eDiscovery.co, or online at eDiscovery.co, to 
learn more about how CloudNine can enhance your discovery, investigations, and audits starting today.
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